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Résumé — Régulation de Recirculation des Gaz d’Echappement (RGE) et de Turbine à Géo-
métrie Variable (TGV) non linéaire avec action intégrée pour moteurs Diesel – Une conception
de régulation non linéaire à variables multiples avec action intégrée est proposée et étudiée pour une
régulation de la Recirculation des Gaz d’Echappement (RGE) et une Turbine à Géométrie Variable
(TGV) au sein de moteurs Diesel à usage industriel. L’objectif principal de la régulation consiste à
réguler le rapport oxygène / carburant et la fraction de RGE de tubulure d’admission, qui sont spécifiés
au sein d’une boucle extérieure. Ceux-ci sont choisis en tant que variables de performance principales
puisqu’ils sont fortement associés aux émissions. Une conception de régulation non linéaire existante
basée sur une linéarisation en retour est étendue avec une action intégrée. En particulier, la méthode
de conception de régulation utilise une fonction de Lyapunov, une régulation optimale inverse et une
transformation de données d’entrée non linéaire. Des comparaisons entre des structures de régulation
différentes sont réalisées par des simulations présentant les quatre points suivants. Premièrement, une
action intégrée est nécessaire pour gérer les erreurs de modèle, de sorte que le régulateur puisse suivre
les variables de performance spécifiées dans la boucle extérieure. Deuxièmement, la conception de
régulation proposée gère les effets non linéaires au sein du moteur Diesel, ce qui conduit à des erreurs
de régulation moindres par comparaison avec une structure de régulation au moyen de régulateurs PID.
Troisièmement, il est important d’utiliser la transformation de données d’entrée et il est suffisant d’uti-
liser une structure de régulateur dotée de contrôleurs PID et d’une transformation de données d’entrée
pour gérer les effets non linéaires. Quatrièmement, la conception de régulation proposée est sensible
aux erreurs de modèle au cours de la transformation de données d’entrée tandis qu’une structure de
régulation dotée de contrôleurs PID et d’une transformation d’entrée gère ces erreurs de modèle.

Abstract — Nonlinear EGR and VGT Control with Integral Action for Diesel Engines — A nonlinear
multivariable control design with integral action is proposed and investigated for control of Exhaust
Gas Recirculation (EGR) and Variable Geometry Turbine (VGT) in heavy duty Diesel engines. The
main control goal is to regulate oxygen/fuel ratio and intake manifold EGR-fraction, and they are
specified in an outer loop. These are chosen as main performance variables since they are strongly
coupled to the emissions. An existing nonlinear control design based on feedback linearization is
extended with integral action. In particular, the control design method utilizes a control Lyapunov
function, inverse optimal control, and a nonlinear input transformation. Comparisons between different
control structures are performed in simulations showing the following four points. Firstly, integral
action is necessary to handle model errors so that the controller can track the performance variables
specified in the outer loop. Secondly, the proposed control design handles the nonlinear effects in the
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Diesel engine that results in less control errors compared to a control structure with PID controllers.
Thirdly, it is important to use the input transformation and it is sufficient to use a control structure
with PID controllers and input transformation to handle the nonlinear effects. Fourthly, the proposed
control design is sensitive to model errors in the input transformation while a control structure with
PID controllers and input transformation handles these model errors.

Notation
cp Spec. heat capacity, constant pressure (J/(kg·K))

ne Rotational engine speed (rpm)

nt Rotational turbine speed (rpm)

(O/F)s Stoichiometric oxygen-fuel ratio (−)

p Pressure (Pa)

P Power (W)

R Gas constant (J/(kg·K))

T Temperature (K)

uegr EGR control signal. 100 - open, 0 - closed (%)

uvgt VGT control signal. 100 - open, 0 - closed (%)

uδ Injected amount of fuel (mg/cycle)

V Volume (m3)

W Mass flow (kg/s)

xegr EGR fraction (−)

XO Oxygen mass fraction (−)

η Efficiency (−)

λO Oxygen-fuel ratio (−)

τ Time constant (s)

ω Rotational speed (rad/s)

Indices
a Air

amb Ambient

c Compressor

e Exhaust

egr EGR

ei Engine cylinder in

em Exhaust manifold

eo Engine cylinder out

f Fuel

im Intake manifold

m Mechanical

t Turbine

vgt VGT

δ Fuel injection

INTRODUCTION

Legislated emission limits for heavy duty trucks are con-
stantly reduced. To fulfill the requirements, technolo-
gies like Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) and Variable

Geometry Turbine (VGT) have been introduced. The pri-
mary emission reduction mechanisms utilized to control
the emissions are that NOx can be reduced by increas-
ing the intake manifold EGR-fraction xegr and smoke can
be reduced by increasing the air/fuel ratio [1]. Note that
exhaust gases, present in the intake, also contain oxygen
which makes it more suitable to define and use the oxy-
gen/fuel ratio λO instead of the traditional air/fuel ratio. The
main motive for this is that it is the oxygen contents that is
crucial for smoke generation. Besides λO it is natural to use
EGR-fraction xegr as the other main performance variable,
but one could also use the burned gas fraction instead of the
EGR-fraction.

The oxygen/fuel ratio λO and EGR fraction xegr depend
in complicated ways on the EGR and VGT actuation. It is
therefore necessary to have coordinated control of the EGR
and VGT to reach the legislated emission limits in NOx and
smoke. Various approaches for coordinated control of the
EGR and VGT for emission abatement have been published.
Reference [2] presents a good overview of different control
aspects of Diesel engines with EGR and VGT, and in [3]
there is a comparison of some control approaches with dif-
ferent selections of performance variables. Other control
approaches are described in [4-12].

A nonlinear multivariable control design is proposed
in [13]. This design includes construction of a Lyapunov
function, inverse optimal control, and a nonlinear input
transformation which provides a control law that handles
interactions and nonlinear properties in the system. The
compressor mass flow Wc and exhaust manifold pressure
pem are chosen as outputs, and therefore the set-points for λO

and xegr are transformed to set-points for Wc and pem. This
set-point transformation is based on a third-order model that
describes the most important dynamics in the engine: the
pressure dynamics in the intake and exhaust manifolds and
the turbocharger dynamics. The third order nonlinear model
captures the main system properties, such as non-minimum
phase behaviors and sign reversals. If the control design is
applied to a real engine, there will be control errors for λO

and xegr due to model errors in the third order model. In
order to decrease these control errors, [14] proposes a con-
trol design that extends the one in [13] with integral action.
This paper briefly reviews the design in [14], analyzes the
robustness of this structure, and illustrates the sensitivity
to model uncertainties in the input transformation by com-
paring the design in [14] to a control structure with PID
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controllers and a nonlinear input transformation. The main
goal is to perform these comparisons for the performance
variables λO and xegr in operating points where the actuators
are fully controllable. Further, the paper includes modeling,
control design, tuning, and simulation.

1 DIESEL ENGINE MODEL

A model for a heavy duty Diesel engine is used in simula-
tion for tuning and validation of the developed controller.
This Diesel engine model is focused on the gas flows, (see
Fig. 1), and it is a mean value model with eight states: intake
and exhaust manifold pressures (pim and pem), oxygen mass
fraction in the intake and exhaust manifold (XOim and XOem),
turbocharger speed (ωt), and three states (ũegr1, ũegr2, and
ũvgt) describing the actuator dynamics for the two control
signals (uegr and uvgt). These states are collected in a state
vector x:

x = [pim pem XOim XOem

ωt ũegr1 ũegr2 ũvgt]
T

The resulting model is expressed in state space form as:

ẋ = f (x, u, ne, uδ)

where the engine speed ne and the mass of injected fuel uδ
are considered as disturbances, and u is the control input
vector u = [uegr uvgt]T which contains EGR-valve position
uegr and VGT actuator position uvgt. Fuel control is impor-
tant but it is not the focus in this paper. This paper focuses
on EGR and VGT control.

A detailed description and derivation of the model
together with a model tuning and a validation against test
cell measurements is given in [15]. The derivatives of the
engine state variables are given by Equations (1), and the
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Figure 1

Sketch of the Diesel engine model used for simulation, control
design, and tuning. It has five states related to the engine (pim,
pem, XOim, XOem, and ωt) and three for actuator dynamics.

oxygen concentration in the exhaust gas is calculated in (2).
Further, the main performance variables are defined by (3).

d
dt

pem = f1(x, u),
d
dt
ωt = f2(x, u) (1a)

d
dt

pim =
Ra Tim

Vim

(
Wc +Wegr −Wei

)
(1b)

d
dt

XOim =
Ra Tim

pim Vim
((XOem − XOim) Wegr

+ (XOc − XOim) Wc) (1c)

d
dt

XOem =
Re Tem

pem Vem
(XOe − XOem) (W f +Wei) (1d)

XOe =
Wei XOim −W f (O/F)s

W f +Wei
(2)

xegr =
Wegr

Wc +Wegr
, λO =

Wei XOim

W f (O/F)s
(3)

2 ROBUST NONLINEAR CONTROL

The control design method used is based on a nonlinear mul-
tivariable method proposed in [16] and [17]. It includes con-
struction of a Control Lyapunov Function (CLF) and inverse
optimal control that guarantees robustness of optimal con-
trollers. The control design method is briefly reviewed
below.

Consider the system:

ẋ = f (x) + g(x)u

y = h(x) + j(x)u, x ∈ Rn, u, y ∈ Rm
(4)

where u = 0 render the equilibrium point x = 0. As men-
tioned above, the control design method includes construc-
tion of a CLF V(x) that is defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Control Lyapunov Function) A radially
unbounded, positive definite, smooth scalar function V(x)
is called a Control Lyapunov Function (CLF) for (4) if there
exists a u such that V̇(x) = L f V(x) + Lg V(x)u < 0 for all
x � 0. The notation Lq V(x) denotes the Lie derivate of V(x)
along the vector field q(x).

The control design method also includes inverse optimal
control, where the goal is to first design a control law and
then determine which cost function it minimizes. In order to
obtain a simple relation between the control law and the cost
function, the cost function is chosen quadratic in u accord-
ing to:

∫ ∞

0
l(x) + uT R(x) u dt, l(x) > 0, R(x) > 0 (5)
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In standard optimal control [18], the control law that mini-
mizes (5) is found by solving the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
equation:

0 = min
u

[l(x) + uT R(x) u + L f V(x) + Lg V(x)u] (6)

where V(x) is a CLF. Equation (6) has the solution:

u(x) = −1
2

R−1(Lg V)T (x) (7)

Consequently, the goal is to first design V(x) and the matrix
R(x), and then determine l(x) in order to see which cost
function the control law (7) minimizes. The function l(x)
is found by solving Equation (6) for l(x), with the control
law (7) inserted, yielding

l(x) =
1
4

Lg V(x)R−1(Lg V)T (x) − L f V(x) (8)

The optimal control law (7) guarantees stability and
robustness properties. In particular, if

l(x) > 0 (9)

and R(x) is diagonal then the control law (7) gives asymp-
totic stability and it is robust to static input uncertainties and
has (1/2,∞) gain margin [16].

3 CONTROL DESIGN WITH INTEGRAL ACTION

A control design without integral action of a Diesel engine
using the method in Section 2 is proposed in [13]. This
gives an inner loop that handles nonlinearities and decouples
the system. However, as will be shown in Section 5, inte-
gral action is necessary to handle model errors so that the
controller can track the performance variables λO and xegr

specified in an outer loop. Therefore, the proposed design
is extended with a single integral action, resulting in the
proposed closed-loop system with a single integral action
shown in Figure 2. Reference [6] proposes also a single
integral action, however the integral action here is used in
other way compared to [6] in order to track the performance
variables λO and xegr.

3.1 Control Design Model

To get a simple control law, the eighth order model in Sec-
tion 1 is simplified to a model with three states: pim, pem,
and the compressor power Pc. This model is based on the
control design model developed in [13].

ṗim = kim (Wc + u1 − ke pim) (10a)

ṗem = kem

(
ke pim − u1 − u2 +W f

)
(10b)

Ṗc =
1
τ

(ηm Pt − Pc) (10c)

Wc =
ηc Pc

Tamb cpa ((pim/pamb)μa − 1)
(11a)

Pt = ηt cpe Tem
(
1 − (pamb/pem)μe

)
u2 (11b)

where u1 = Wegr is the EGR flow and u2 = Wt is the turbine
flow, where u1 and u2 are treated as control inputs. The
values for uegr and uvgt are then obtained by using a nonlin-
ear input transformation according to Figure 2. This input
transformation is an inversion of position to flow models
where the actuator dynamics is neglected, see [19] for more
details. The variables kem = kem(Tem), W f = W f (uδ, ne), and
ke = ke(ne) are treated as external slowly varying signals
and kim, τ, ηm, ηc, Tamb, cpa, pamb, μa, ηt, cpe, and μe are con-
stants. This model is the same as the control design model
developed in [13] if cpa = cpe and μa = μe. A linearization
of the model (10) is performed in several operating points
covering the complete operating region showing that these
linearized models are unstable for all the considered operat-
ing points.

3.2 Outputs and Set-Points

The design objective is to regulate λO and xegr to their set-
points λs

O and xs
egr. However, λO can not be calculated from

the control design model in Section 3.1. Further, pem has to
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Figure 2

Block diagram of the closed-loop system, showing; set-points calculations, integral action on the flow Wc, and nonlinear control of the flows
u1 = Wegr and u2 = Wt . The nonlinear input transformation is an inversion of position to flow models where the actuator dynamics is neglected,
see [19] for more details.
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be chosen as one output in order to get stable zero dynam-
ics [13]. Therefore, the following outputs are chosen:

y1 = Wc −W s
c , y2 = pem − ps

em (12)

The set-points λs
O and xs

egr are transformed to the set-points
W s

c and ps
em in two steps. Firstly, the equilibria for Wc and

Wegr of the mass balances (1b-1d) are calculated from λs
O

and xs
egr:

W s
c =

W f

2 XOc

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝β +
√
β

1
2
+ 4 λs

O (O/F)s(1 − xs
egr)XOc

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

W s
egr =

xs
egr

1 − xs
egr

W s
c

(13)
where β = (λs

O (O/F)s − XOc)(1 − xs
egr) + (O/F)s xs

egr, XOc

is the constant oxygen concentration in air passing the com-
pressor, and (O/F)s is the stoichiometric relation between
oxygen and fuel masses. Secondly, the equilibria for pim and
pem of the third-order model in Section 3.1 are calculated
from W s

c and W s
egr:

ps
im =

W s
c +W s

egr

ke

ps
em = pamb

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1 −
cpa

((
ps

im
pamb

)μa − 1
)

Tamb W s
c

cpe ηcmt Tem(W s
c +W f )

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

− 1
μe (14)

where ηcmt = ηc ηm ηt.

3.3 Integral Action

The set-points in (12) are given by the equilibria (14) for the
third order model, which is a simplification of the real sys-
tem. When the control design is applied to the real system
the model errors will propagate to stationary errors in λO

and xegr (this will be illustrated in Fig. 4). To decrease these
stationary errors, the following approximate integral action
is used:

di
dt
= −δ i − K(Wc −W s

c ) = −δ i − K y1 (15)

where δ is small and positive to ensure stable zero dynamics.
The choice of y1 as input to the integral action ensures that
the set-point Ws

c is achieved. Integral action can not be per-
formed on λO since λO can not be calculated from the con-
trol design model. Further, if integral action is performed
on xegr, stable zero dynamics can not be guaranteed.

The next step is then to ensure that W s
egr is achieved and

this is done by feeding the state i into y2 yielding the outputs:

y1 = Wc −W s
c , y2 = pem − ps

em − d1 i/d2 (16)

The motive for feeding the state i into y2 is as follows. The
integral action (15) and the outputs (16) lead to that y1 =

y2 = 0 in stationary points, leading to v1 = v2 = 0 according
to (26) yielding u1 = W s

egr according to Figure 2, i.e. Ws
egr is

achieved. The nonlinear gain d1/d2 in (16) where:

d1 =
[
μaW s

c (W s
c +W f )(W s

c +W s
egr)
μa−1

+
(
(W s

c +W s
egr)
μa − ke

μa pamb
μa

)
W f

]
cpa(ps

em)μe+1Tamb

d2 = cpeηcmtke
μaμe pamb

μa+μe Tem(W s
c +W f )2

is developed by investigating d
dWs

c
ps

em(W s
c ), see [14] for more

details.

3.4 Feedback Linearization

The first step in the control design method is to construct a
CLF V(x), which is done using feedback linearization. For
the fourth order model (10) and (15), and the outputs (16),
the relative degrees become r1 = 1 and r2 = 1. Conse-
quently, ẏ can be formulated as:

ẏ = G(y, z)u + F(y, z) (17)

where y = [y1 y2]T , u = [u1 u2]T , z = [pim, i]T , the matrix

G(y, z) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ −a b

−kem −kem

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
where

a =
kim μa

(
pim

pamb

)μa−1
Wc

pamb

((
pim

pamb

)μa − 1
) (18)

b =
cpe ηcmt

(
1 −

(
pamb
pem

)μe )
Tem

cpa

((
pim

pamb

)μa − 1
)
τTamb

(19)

and where

F(y, z) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
a ke pim − a Wc − Wc

τ

d1(δ i+K(Wc−Ws
c ))

d2
+ kem(ke pim +W f )

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
In order to use feedback linearization, it must be shown that
the matrix G(y, z) above is invertible, which is done in the
following way. Assuming that pem > pamb and u2 > 0,
which are reasonable assumptions for a physical engine with
a turbocharger, the set Ω = {(pim, Pc) : pim > pamb, Pc > 0}
is invariant, i.e. every trajectory starting in Ω stays in
Ω for all t. This can be shown in the following way.
Using the assumptions above, (11b) leads to that Pt > 0.
Then, by choosing a starting point Pc(t = 0) > 0 and
pim(t = 0) > pamb for a trajectory, (10c) gives that Pc > 0
for all t ≥ 0 since (10c) is a linear first order system with Pt

as input. Further, by using the starting point in the trajectory
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above and (11a), Wc → +∞ when pim → pamb, leading to
that ṗim → +∞ when pim → pamb, i.e. pim > pamb for all
t ≥ 0, which proves that the set Ω above is invariant. Using
this result, a, b > 0 and G(y, z) is invertible.

Then by applying the nonlinear cancellation:

u = G−1(y, z)(−α y − F(y, z) + w) (20)

and the change of coordinates x → [y, z], the system (10)
and (15) is transformed into the system:

ẏ = −α y + w (21)

ż = f0(y, z) + g0(y, z)w (22)

where w is the new input and α is a positive scalar constant.

3.5 Stability of the Zero Dynamics

When feedback linearization is used it is necessary to inves-
tigate the stability of the zero dynamics, that is defined by

ż = f0(0, z)

For Equation (22) the zero dynamics becomes:

dpim

dt
=

q1(pim)
q2(pim, i)

(pμa
im − q3(i)) (23)

di
dt
= −δ i (24)

where

q1(pim) = cpakim pimTambW s
c

q2(pim, i) = −cpakimμa pim
μa TambτW

s
c

−cpeηcmt pamb
μa

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1 −
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ pamb

d1 i
d2
+ ps

em

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
μe⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ pimTem

q3(i) =
pamb

μa

cpakemTambW s
c

((
d1δi
d2
+ kem(W s

c +W f )

)
·

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1 −
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ pamb

d1i
d2
+ ps

em

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
μe⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ cpeηcmtTem + cpakemTambW s

c

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
To analyze the stability of the zero dynamics (23, 24), the

Lyapunov function

Vz =
1
2

cz1z2
1 +

1
2

cii
2

is used where z1 = pμa
im − q3(i). The zero dynamics (23, 24)

is asymptotically stable if

V̇z =cz1z2
1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝μa pμa−1
im

q1

q2
+
δ cz1(q′3(i))2

4 ci

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

− ci δ

(
i − cz1

2 ci
q′3(i)z1

)2

< 0

for all [z1, i] � 0 which is true if δ > 0 and

cz1

ci
< − 4
δ(q′3(i))2

μa pμa−1
im

q1

q2

This is possible if q1/q2 < 0, which is true if

d1 i/d2 + ps
em ≥ pamb.

This relation is achieved by implementing the integral
action (15) in discrete form with anti-windup according to:

εn = in−1 − Ts(δ in−1 + K y1)

in =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
εn , if εn ≥ imin

imin , if εn < imin

where Ts is the sample time and

imin = −d2

d1
(ps

em − pamb)

3.6 Construction of a CLF

In order to obtain a simple control law, a quadratic Lyapunov
function

V = c1 y
2
1 + c2 y

2
2 (25)

is constructed, which is a CLF for the system (21), since

V̇ = −2 c1 α y
2
1 − 2 c2 α y

2
2 < 0

for w = 0 and all y � 0.

3.7 Control Law

Using the CLF (25), the control law (7) can be applied to
the system (21). However, this control law will contain the
nonlinear cancellation (20) that is sensitive to model errors.
Therefore, this cancellation is avoided by applying the con-
trol law (7) to the system (17) instead without using the
nonlinear cancellation (20). The same Lyapunov function
V is used and since V is a CLF for the system (21), it is a
CLF for (17) which follows from Definition 1, see also [13]
and [16].

To apply the control law (7), the control inputs are
centered at their set-point values v1 = u1 − W s

egr and
v2 = u2 − W s

c − W f . This leads to that v = 0 renders the
equilibrium point y = 0.

A simple control law for the system (17) is achieved by
choosing R−1 = diag{γ1, γ2}, yielding

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ v1
v2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = −1
2

R−1(LG V)T =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣γ1( c1 a y1 + c2 kem y2)

γ2(−c1 b y1 + c2 kem y2)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (26)

The last step is to find l(x) and check the criterion (9). This
is done in Proposition 1 in Appendix and the result is that
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there exist no γ1, γ2, c1, c2, and K such that l(x) > 0 for
all x and therefore there is no guarantee that the control
law (26) gives a globally robust system according to Sec-
tion 2. An analysis of V̇(x) also shows that there exist no
γ1, γ2, c1, c2, and K such that V̇(x) < 0 for all x and there-
fore there is no guarantee that the control law (26) gives a
globally asymptotically stable system. In Proposition 2 in
Appendix, l(x) and V̇(x) are also analyzed for the control
design without integral action proposed in [13] showing that
this design does neither guarantee a globally robust nor an
asymptotically stable system for all x. However, it is shown
in [13] that there exists a constant c such that the design
without integral action guarantees a locally asymptotically
stable and robust system in the region L = {x : V(x) ≤ c} by
selecting γ1 and γ2 sufficiently large.

Even without a control law that gives a globally asymp-
totically stable and robust system, there is a possibility that
the control law (26) handles interactions and nonlinear prop-
erties in the system since the control law is model based.
Therefore, the control performance of the proposed control
structure is investigated in the following sections.

4 AUTOMATIC OFFLINE CONTROLLER TUNING

In the proposed control design there are five tuning param-
eters: γ1, γ2, c1, c2, and K. The tuning objectives are to
minimize the error between λO and λs

O, minimize the error
between xegr and xs

egr, and to achieve the inequality (9) for
as many x as possible. However, it is difficult to achieve
these objectives by manual tuning, especially the last objec-
tive. Therefore a method for automatic offline tuning of the
parameters is developed. It is based on the method in [20]
but with a modified cost function.

Cost Function for Tuning

The automatic tuning method is obtained by formulating a
nonlinear least squares problem:

min V(θ) s.t. θ > 0

where θ are the tuning parameters

θ = [γ1, γ2, c1, c2, K]T (27)

The cost function V(θ) is calculated as:

V(θ) =
N∑

i=1

γλO

(
eλO(ti)

λONorm

)2

+ γegr

(
exegr(ti)

xegrNorm

)2

+

(
uegr(ti) − uegr(ti−1)

uegrNorm

)2

+

(
uvgt(ti) − uvgt(ti−1)

uvgtNorm

)2

+γl

(
min (l(x(ti)), 0)

lNorm

)2

(28)

where ti is the time at sample number i. The motives for the
different terms in the cost function are:

– Term 1: Minimizes λO error (eλO = λ
s
O − λO) where a

minimization of positive λO errors leads to less emissions
and a minimization of negative λO errors leads to less
pumping work [15]. Note that in [20] only positive λO

errors are minimized since negative λO errors are very
large when the actuators are saturated. However, here the
main goal is to consider operating points where the actu-
ators are fully controllable and for these operating points
it is convenient to also minimize negative λO errors.

– Term 2: Minimizes EGR error (exegr = xs
egr − xegr).

– Term 3 and 4: These terms are coupled to the general
issue of avoiding actuator stress, e.g. oscillatory behav-
ior. The terms have equal weight.

– Term 5: If the inequality (9) is not satisfied, this term
minimizes l(x)2 using a high penalty, γl = 100. Con-
sequently, this term maximizes the number of operat-
ing points where the control law gives a robust system.
However, this does not guarantee that the inequality (9)
is satisfied for all operating points. For example, if the
tuning method is applied to the transient cycles defined
by Table 1, l(x) becomes negative in 31% of the total
number samples.

As seen in Equation (28) all the terms are normalized to
get the same order of magnitude for the five terms. The
weighting factors γλO and γegr are set to 3 and 1, and the

TABLE 1

Table 1 defines 4 transient cycles that consist of steps between 13
different operating points. All cycles spend 10 s in each point. These

cycles are used for tuning, and they cover a large operating region and
capture important system properties such as nonlinear effects and sign
reversals. The values for λs

O and xs
egr are obtained by calculating the

stationary points of the eighth order model for the 13 points below. The
operating points OP1 and OP2 are not used due to that pem < pim in

these operating points that might result in back-flow in the EGR-valve in
a real engine. Instead, the operating point 7 is used where the EGR-valve
is closed. The operating points OP3 and OP4 are not used due to that the

turbocharger speed is too high in these points.

uδ (mg/cycle) uegr (%) Operating points

230

40 6 OP1 OP3 9

10 5 OP2 OP4 8

0 7

60
40 4 3 11 10

10 1 2 12 13

uvgt (%) 30 60 30 60

ne (rpm) 1 000 2 000

Operating points used in each cycle
Cycle 1 1→ 2→ 3→ 4→ 1

Cycle 2 5→ 6→ 7→ 5

Cycle 3 8→ 9→ 8

Cycle 4 10→ 11→ 12→ 13→ 10
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A control design with an integral action on the oxygen/fuel ratio λO, set-points calculations, a structure with PI controllers, and an input
transformation that is an inversion of position to flow models.

constant δ in (15) is set to 10−6. To solve the optimization
problem above, the solver in [20] is used.

5 CONTROLLER EVALUATION

The performance of the control system in Figure 2 is evalu-
ated by comparing four different control systems:

– CLF with integral action: the control system in Figure 2
where the controller tuning method in Section 4 is
applied to the transient cycles defined by Table 1. These
transients consist of steps in λs

O and xs
egr between 13 dif-

ferent operating points.
– CLF without integral action: same as above, but K is set

to zero and removed from θ in (27). Simulations show
that there are negligible differences in control perfor-
mance between "CLF without integral action" and the
control design in [13]. In particular, these two controllers
becomes equal if cpa = cpe and μa = μe in (18, 19) and if
c3 = 0 in [13].

– PID: the control structure with PID controllers and auto-
matic tuning method proposed in [21]. It has the follow-
ing control structure:

uegr(ti) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
min (−pi1(eλO),
pi2(exegr)), if uvgt(ti−1) = 100

−pi1(eλO), else

(29)

uvgt(ti) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
100, if (uvgt(ti−1) = 100) & (exegr < 0.01)

max (−pi3(exegr),
−pid4(ent)), else

(30)
eλO = λ

s
O − λO, exegr = xs

egr − xegr, ent = ns
t − nt

– PID and input transformation: the control structure with
PID controllers and a nonlinear input transformation in
Figure 3 proposed in [19]. The input transformation is
the same input transformation as in Figure 2. The block

“Structure with PI controllers’’ in Figure 3 consists of the
following equations:

uWegr (ti) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Wmax
egr ,

if (uWegr (ti−1) = Wmax
egr ) and

(eWegr > −5 · 10−3)

PI1(W s
egr,Wegr), else

(31)

uWt (ti) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
min(−PI2(ps

em, pem), −PI3(W s
egr,Wegr)),

if uWegr (ti−1) = Wmax
egr

−PI2(ps
em, pem), else

(32)

where eWegr = W s
egr −Wegr. The controller parameters are

automatically tuned by applying the method in Section 4
to the transient cycles in Table 1, changing the parameters
in (27) to the parameters for the controllers in Figure 3,
and setting the weighting factors to γλO = 1/8, γegr =

3/8, and γl = 0.

The full eighth order model, described in Section 1, is
used as plant model to evaluate the four control systems
above. All their control parameters are held constant for the
entire operating region, i.e. no gain scheduling is used. In
addition, a low pass filter is applied to all variables that are
assumed to come from an observer. These variables are λO,
xegr, Wegr, and Tem.

Section 5.1-5.4 discuss various properties of the four con-
trollers with the aid of steps in λs

O and xs
egr. In all cases the

operating point is ne = 1 200 rpm and uδ = 130 mg/cycle,
that is not used in the four transient cycles in Table 1. Then,
Section 5.5 compares and discusses the four controllers and
their performance on all cycles defined by Table 1. These
cycles cover a large operating region and consist of large
amplitudes in EGR and VGT position.

5.1 Benefits with Integral Action

In Figure 4, advantages with integral action are illustrated
by comparing "CLF with integral action" and "CLF without
integral action". Steps in λs

O and xs
egr are performed and the
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Figure 4

Illustrative example simulating CLF with and without integral
action showing that the stationary control errors in λO and xegr
are reduced if an integral action is used.

result is that the stationary control errors in λO and xegr are
reduced when the integral action is included.

5.2 Benefits with Nonlinear Control and Input
Transformation

In Figures 5 and 6, advantages with nonlinear control and
nonlinear input transformation are illustrated by comparing
"CLF with integral action" and PID. In Figure 5 the same

steps in λs
O and xs

egr are performed as in Figure 4. The result
from Figure 5 is that PID gives slower control compared to
CLF.

In Figure 6, "CLF with integral action" and PID are simu-
lated at two other steps in λs

O and xs
egr compared to Figure 5.

The operating point in Figure 6 renders higher DC-gains in
uegr → λO and uvgt → xegr (that corresponds to the two
loops that are used for feedback in Eq. 29, 30 compared
to the operating point in Figure 5. The result is that PID
gives oscillations, while CLF gives no oscillations. Since the
same control parameters are used in Figures 5 and 6 for CLF
respectively PID, the simulations show that the CLF based
design handles the nonlinear effects in the Diesel engine,
such as nonlinear gains. Figures 5 and 6 also show that the
proposed design gives a stable system for the investigated
operating points and achieves good control performance.

5.3 Importance of the Nonlinear Input Transformation

The previous section shows that the nonlinear control
law (26) together with the nonlinear input transformation
handle the nonlinear effects in the Diesel engine. The ques-
tion now is: is it important to use both a nonlinear con-
trol law and a nonlinear input transformation or is it suf-
ficient to use the PID control structure with a nonlinear
input transformation in Figure 3 to handle the nonlinear
effects? To answer this question "CLF with integral action"
and "PID and input transformation" are compared in Fig-
ures 7 and 8 on the same steps in λs

O and xs
egr as were

used in Figures 5 and 6. Figures 7 and 8 show that there
are only small differences in control performance between
these two control systems. "PID and input transformation"
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Illustrative example simulating "CLF with integral action" and
PID showing that PID gives slower control compared to CLF.
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Illustrative example simulating "CLF with integral action"
and PID at two other steps in λs

O and xs
egr compared to Fig-

ure 5 showing that PID gives oscillations and CLF gives no
oscillations.
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Figure 7

Illustrative example simulating "CLF with integral action" and
"PID and input transformation" showing only small differences
in control performance and that these control systems handle
the nonlinear effects compared to PID in Figure 5.
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Illustrative example simulating "CLF with integral action" and
"PID and input transformation" showing only small differences
in control performance and that these control systems handle
the nonlinear effects compared to PID in Figure 6.

gives a little faster response in λO while "CLF with integral
action" gives a little smaller EGR-error. These differences
are only due to that the tuning of the controllers have dif-
ferent trade-offs between λO-error and xegr-error. However,
both these control systems handle the nonlinear effects in
the Diesel engine. Consequently, it is important to use the
input transformation to handle the nonlinear effects since
both "PID and input transformation" and "CLF with integral
action" use the input transformation. Further, it is suffi-
cient to use the control structure in Figure 3 to handle the
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Figure 9

Illustrative example simulating "CLF with integral action" and
"PID and input transformation". In this comparison, model
errors are introduced in the EGR and turbine flow model for
the simulation model showing that "CLF with integral action"
gives control errors while "PID and input transformation" gives
no control errors.
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Illustrative example simulating "CLF with integral action" and
"PID and input transformation". In this comparison, model
errors are introduced in the EGR and turbine flow model for
the simulation model showing that "CLF with integral action"
gives control errors while "PID and input transformation" gives
no control errors.

nonlinear effects since "PID and input transformation" and
"CLF with integral action" have approximately the same
control performance.

5.4 Drawback with the Proposed CLF Based Control
Design

In Figures 9 and 10, disadvantages with the proposed con-
trol design are illustrated by comparing "CLF with integral
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action" and "PID and input transformation". In this com-
parison two model errors are introduced in the plant model.
These errors are 10% positive errors in the maximum
opening areas for the EGR and turbine flow model. These
errors are selected to match the maximum model errors
for the turbine and EGR flow that are in the order of
10-20% [15]. These introduced errors lead to that there
are model errors in the input transformation, since the input
transformation is developed by inverting the EGR and tur-
bine flow model. The same steps in λs

O and xs
egr are inves-

tigated as in Figures 7 and 8. The result is that "CLF
with integral action" gives stationary control errors and
"PID and input transformation" gives no stationary control
errors. Consequently, "PID and input transformation" han-
dles model errors in the input transformation while "CLF
with integral action" is sensitive to these model errors. This
is due to that "PID and input transformation" has integral
parts in the PID controllers and "CLF with integral action"
has no integral parts in the control law (26). The integral
action in Figure 2 only handles model errors in the block
"Set-point from 3rd order model" and the control law (26)
only handles model errors in the block "CLF and inverse
optimal control".

It is natural that the proposed control design in Figure 2
is sensitive to these model errors, since the input transfor-
mation is developed by using feedback linearization on the
EGR and turbine flow model, i.e. by inverting these models.
To handle these model errors, it is important to use integra-
tors that directly affect the inputs to the input transforma-
tion according to the structure in Figure 3. Such integrators
with feedback from pem and/or Wegr could be added to the
structure in Figure 2 to handle these model errors. However,
this has not been investigated.

5.5 Comparison on the Four Transient Cycles

The four control structures are compared on the four tran-
sient cycles defined in Table 1 by comparing λO-error
EλO =

∑N
i=1 e2

λO
(ti) and xegr-error Exegr =

∑N
i=1 e2

xegr(ti) where
ti is the time at sample number i. Each control structure is
simulated on two different simulation models. Simulation
model A is the model in Section 1 and simulation model B
is the same model except that the maximum opening areas
are increased with 20% for the EGR and turbine flow models
in the plant model. These model errors are larger than the
model errors in Section 5.4 in order to get large effects on
the control errors in Table 2. The model errors in Section 5.4
are set to 10% to avoid saturations in the actuators.

The goal is to investigate if the results in Section 5.1-5.4
are valid also for the four transient cycles. Table 2 shows
that "CLF with integral action" reduces the errors compared
to "CLF without integral action". Consequently, integral
action reduces control errors and the result from Section 5.1
is valid. PID has higher errors than the other three con-
trollers for simulation model A. Consequently, nonlinear

TABLE 2

The measures EλO and Exegr for four different controllers over the
cycles defined in Table 1. Two different simulation models are used.

Simulation model A is the model in Section 1 and simulation model B is
the same model except that 20% positive model errors are introduced in
the maximum opening areas for the EGR and turbine flow model. The
measures are normalized with respect to PID for simulation model A.

Simulation model A B

Measure EλO Exegr EλO Exegr

PID 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.84

PID and input transf. 0.17 0.92 0.16 0.86

CLF with integral action 0.27 0.37 0.49 1.23

CLF without integral action 0.38 0.66 1.57 6.14

control improves the control performance which confirms
the result from Section 5.2. "PID and input transforma-
tion" and "CLF with integral action" have approximately
the same control performance for simulation model A. The
differences in EλO and Exegr between these two controllers
for simulation model A are only due to that the tuning of
the controllers have different trade-offs between the λO and
xegr-errors. Consequently, it is important to use the input
transformation and it is sufficient to use "PID and input
transformation" to reduce the control errors compared to
PID which confirms the result from Section 5.3. Finally,
"PID and input transformation" has lower errors compared
to "CLF with integral action" for simulation model B which
confirms the result from Section 5.4 that "PID and input
transformation" handles model errors in the input transfor-
mation while "CLF with integral action" is sensitive to these
model errors. This is also shown in Figures 11 and 12 that
compare "CLF with integral action" and "PID and input
transformation" for cycle 1 and 3 in Table 1 for simulation
model B. Due to these results, "CLF with integral action" is
not experimentally validated, instead "PID and input trans-
formation" is recommended and experimentally validated
in [19].

CONCLUSIONS

A nonlinear multivariable control design is proposed in [13]
for control of EGR and VGT in Diesel engines. This design
includes construction of a Lyapunov function, inverse opti-
mal control, and a nonlinear input transformation which pro-
vides a control law that handles interactions and nonlinear
properties in the system. This design is extended with inte-
gral action on the compressor mass flow to handle model
errors so that the controller can track the performance vari-
ables specified in the outer loop. The design in [13] is locally
asymptotic stable and robust, but it is shown that neither
the here proposed design nor the one in [13] guarantee a
globally asymptotically stable and robust system.

Comparisons between different control structures have
been performed in simulations showing the following four
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Figure 11

Illustrative example simulating "CLF with integral action" and
"PID and input transformation" for cycle 1 in Table 1. In this
comparison, model errors are introduced in the EGR and tur-
bine flow model for the simulation model showing that "CLF
with integral action" gives control errors while "PID and input
transformation" gives no control errors.
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Figure 12

Illustrative example simulating "CLF with integral action" and
"PID and input transformation" for cycle 3 in Table 1. In this
comparison, model errors are introduced in the EGR and tur-
bine flow model for the simulation model showing that "CLF
with integral action" gives control errors while "PID and input
transformation" gives no control errors.

points. Firstly, stationary control errors are reduced when
integral action is used in the proposed design compared to a
control design without integral action. Secondly, the pro-
posed control design handles the nonlinear effects in the
Diesel engine that results in less control errors compared
to a control structure with PID controllers. Thirdly, it is

important to use the input transformation and it is sufficient
to use a control structure with PID controllers and input
transformation to handle the nonlinear effects. Fourthly, the
proposed control design is sensitive to model errors in the
input transformation while a control structure with PID con-
trollers and input transformation handle these model errors.

APPENDIX

ANALYSIS OF STABILITY AND ROBUSTNESS
PROPERTIES FOR THE PROPOSED DESIGN WITH
INTEGRAL ACTION

An analysis of the robustness properties for the proposed
design with integral action is performed. This is done by
checking the criteria (9) in the following proposition.

Proposition 1: For the system (17), the outputs (16),
the CLF (25), and R−1 = diag{γ1, γ2} there exist
x = [y1 y2 pim i]T such that l(x) in (8) is negative for any
positive γ1, γ2, c1, c2, and K.

Proof: The function l(x) becomes:

l(x) = a1 y1 + a2 y2 + a3 y1 y2 + a4 y
2
1 + a5 y

2
2

where

a1 = −2 c1(−Wc

τ
− a(−ke pim +Wc +W s

egr)

+ b(W s
c +W f ))

a2 = −2 c2(
d1(δ i + K y1)

d2
− kem(−ke pim +W s

c +W s
egr))

a3 = 2 a c1 c2 kem γ1 − 2 b c1 c2 kem γ2

a4 = c2
1(a2 γ1 + b2 γ2) > 0

a5 = c2
2 k2

em(γ1 + γ2) > 0

Completing the squares in l(x) gives:

l(x) = a4

(
y1 +

a3

2 a4
y2 +

a1

2 a4

)2

+b1

(
y2 +

b2

2 b1

)2

− b2
2

4 b1
− a2

1

4 a4

where

b1 = a5 −
a2

3

4 a4
=

(a + b)2 c2
2 k2

em γ1 γ2

γ1 a2 + γ2 b2
> 0

b2 = a2 − a3 a1

2 a4

There exist x such that:

y2 = − b2

2 b1
, y1 = − a3

2 a4
y2 − a1

2 a4
(33)

a1 � 0 (34)
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since y1 and y2 can be selected to satisfy (33) and pim can
be selected to satisfy (34). For these x, it holds that:

l(x) = − b2
2

4 b1
− a2

1

4 a4
< 0

for any positive γ1, γ2, c1, c2, and K.

Consequently, there exist no γ1, γ2, c1, c2, and K such that
l(x) > 0 for all x and therefore there is no guarantee that the
control law (26) gives a globally robust system according to
Section 2. V̇(x) is analyzed in the same way as the analysis
of l(x) above, showing that there exist no γ1, γ2, c1, c2, and K
such that V̇(x) < 0 for all x and therefore there is no guaran-
tee that the control law (26) gives a globally asymptotically
stable system.

ANALYSIS OF STABILITY AND ROBUSTNESS
PROPERTIES FOR THE DESIGN WITHOUT INTEGRAL
ACTION

An analysis of the robustness properties for the design with-
out integral action in [13] is performed. This is done by
checking the criteria (9) in the same way as in Proposition 1
and this is done in the following proposition.

Proposition 2: For the design in [13], i.e. for the sys-
tem (10), the outputs (12), the CLF:

V = c1 y
2
1 + c2 y

2
2 + c3 z2

2 (35)

where z2 = (pim/pamb)μa − (ps
im/pamb)μa , and

R−1 = diag{γ1, γ2} there exist x = [y1 y2 z2]T such that l(x)
in (8) is negative for any positive γ1, γ2, c1, c2, and c3.

Proof: The function l(x) becomes:

l(x) = a1 y1 + a2 y2 + a3 y1 y2 + a4 y
2
1 + a5 y

2
2 +

a6 y1 z2 + a7 y2 z2 + a8 z2
2 + a9 z2

where

a1 = −2 c1(−Wc

τ
− a(−ke pim +Wc +W s

egr)

+b(W s
c +W f ))

a2 = 2 c2 kem(W s
c +W s

egr − ke pim)

a3 = 2 a c1 c2 kem γ1 − 2 b c1 c2 kem γ2

a4 = c2
1(a2 γ1 + b2 γ2) > 0

a5 = c2
2 k2

em(γ1 + γ2) > 0

a6 = −2 a c1 c3 kim μa p−μa
amb pμa−1

im γ1 < 0

a7 = −2 c2 c3 kem kim μa p−μa
amb pμa−1

im γ1 < 0

a8 = c2
3 k2

im μ
2
a p−2μa

amb p2μa−2
im γ1 > 0

a9 = −2 c3 kim μa p−μa
amb pμa−1

im (−ke pim +Wc +W s
egr)

Completing the squares in l(x) gives:

l(x) = a4

(
y1 +

a3

2 a4
y2 +

a6

2 a4
z2 +

a1

2 a4

)2

+b1

(
y2 +

b4

2 b1
z2 +

b2

2 b1

)2

− b2
2

4 b1
− a2

1

4 a4
+ b3 z2

where

b1 = a5 −
a2

3

4 a4
=

(a + b)2 c2
2 k2

em γ1 γ2

γ1 a2 + γ2 b2
> 0

b2 = a2 − a3 a1

2 a4

b4 = a7 − a3 a6

2 a4

b3 = a9 − a6 a1

2 a4
− b2 b4

2 b1
=

−2 c3 kim μa ((b τ − 1)Wc + b τW f )

pμa
amb p1−μa

im (a + b)τ

There exist x such that:

y2 = − b4

2 b1
z2 − b2

2 b1
, y1 = − a3

2 a4
y2 − a6

2 a4
z2 − a1

2 a4
(36)

b3 z2 < 0 (37)

since y1 and y2 can be selected to satisfy (36) and z2 can be
selected to satisfy (37). Note that b3 � 0 since x � 0 for
these x. The x that satisfy (36-37) gives:

l(x) = − b2
2

4 b1
− a2

1

4 a4
+ b3 z2 < 0

for any positive γ1, γ2, c1, c2, and c3.

Consequently, there exist no γ1, γ2, c1, c2, and c3 such
that l(x) > 0 for all x and therefore there is no guarantee that
the design in [13] gives a globally robust system according
to Section 2. V̇(x) is analyzed in the same way as the anal-
ysis of l(x) above, showing that there exist no γ1, γ2, c1, c2,
and c3 such that V̇(x) < 0 for all x and therefore there is no
guarantee that the design in [13] gives a globally asymptot-
ically stable system. This property is stated without proof
in [13].
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